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Dr. Duchacek Views "Crisis" In Communism
BY ROSE MARIE DAVOLI
Professor Ivo Duchacek (Government) asserted yesterday that affirmation of the Communist doctrine is taking place, resulting in a "deep crisis for Communism as an ideology" in the world.

"The Day of the Bolshevik Revolution," Duchacek explained this by bringing up the case of one-time Communist and military confident to Marshal Tito, Michail Milutin. In his book, "The New Class," Djilas states: "Completely dominant, the ruling class (in the Communist society) has begun to abandon and lose the ideology, the dogma which brought for.

Professor Duchacek, now teaching courses in international politics at the American University in the Czechoslovakian parliament. Soon after the establishment of a pro-Soviet government in 1948, he fled Prague to come to the United States.

"Can't Overlook "Brains""

"... Mentioning the "fantastic" expansion of the USSR in such fields as industry, education and science, Professor Duchacek said he could not "overlook" the great "brains" of Russia.

(Continued on Page 3)

Boo ter's Meet Brockport Tomorrow
For Mythical State Soccer Crown
By PETER FRANKLIN

With an eye on the mythical state championship and a possible claim as "the number one soccer team in the country," the Beaver Booters have set for a 450-mile trip to Brockport, N. Y.

Scheduled for the McCoy-Brockport State Teachers College tomorrow, the team will make its longest trip in its eleven-year history.

Sputnik's beep beeped frequently as the Eagle met the Beechcraft on the field. The Eagle turned, the Beechcraft followed, and the two planes disappeared in the distance after a 45-minute flight.

"Everything is quiet here," the pilot said. "The air is clear and there is nothing to worry about."

The Booters were met by their coach, a man with a mustache and a beard. He introduced himself as "Mr. Booter." He handed each player a small package wrapped in cellophane. The players examined the packages and then threw them into the air. The packages landed on the ground and the players began to kick them around.

"They are filled with candy," Mr. Booter explained. "We have some special treats for our players today."

The Booters practiced for the next hour, running up and down the field. They kicked the ball back and forth, trying to score goals. Mr. Booter watched carefully, making notes on his clipboard.

"We are going to play our best tomorrow," Mr. Booter said. "We are ready to take on the best team in the country."

(Continued on Page 4)
Big Doings

We have no doubts that there will be big doings at the General Faculty meeting this Thursday. All week long the men at the College's public relations office have been busily circulating advance notices from President Gallagher.

The first is a report on membership lists which proposes to the General Faculty that these be made voluntary. It suggests that each club should decide individually by a majority vote, and that the whole College's rolls should be kept on record.

We welcome President Gallagher's report with all the relief and enthusiasm of an expectant father. But far from being on the defensive, he has urged that the Council of Alumni Associates, which we cannot quite conceive of the President as a "champion" of the fight against membership lists. His resolution we cannot consider as a "martyr," originally written as a television play. Among his propositions, however, is one which may, in our view, be the most important: the idea of the position that some faculty will take greater notice.

Therefore we once again urge the general faculty to give the President's proposal careful consideration, and reconsider their previous rulings which have allowed compulsory membership lists. His report has been outstanding for three long years.

Now that it has arrived however, we applaud it as a sign that perhaps an era at the college is nearing an end, an era that has seen political interest decline to the point where noted personalities such as Congressmen Emanuel Celler and Lewis F. Martin have spoken to the walls of empty rooms.

It has been an era during which membership in anything but social organizations such as House Plan has dwindled. These are really private clubs which have been cut off the lists or vanished from existence. An era of suspicion and fear, a period during which many members of the student body and faculty have felt the pressure of witch hunts and the pressures of the petty and vociferous few.

Perhaps we are now beginning to see our way clear, to set the stage for what may be a renaissance of inquiry and a reawakening of political activity at the college.

These are not the only reasons why we must continue as we have for the past three years, to press for a reappraisal of the list question by the General Faculty. Simte the inception of this indignity we have urged the Faculty to reconsider its stand. Our voices have been heeded and our suggestions have been relented. Perhaps now that the President has added his voice to those that have for so long opposed the compulsory lists the faculty will take greater notice.


doings@{}
The Meaning of SG

In this special report, Student Government President Bart Cohen and Vice President Steve Nagler explain the functions of the various agencies of SG, and the specific services these agencies offer to the student body.

The institution of higher learning must provide for students a means of experiencing and experimenting with the ideas brought out in the classroom as well as the problems, duties, rights and responsibilities they will, or do already, manifest as citizens in the democratic society.

Student Government is the organization through which such students become involved in practice what is preached. Like the Federal Government, it is composed of legislative, administrative and judicial branches.

This report will describe a few of the things that SG is doing and has done this semester.

The students of the nature of the plan. The American Council for Health, Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance, was engaged by Student Council because they offered the best coverage at the lowest price.

Managers Agency (Bert Mayblum, Chairman) was initiated this semester, will continue to use its broad powers of regulating college functions.

Elections Agency has been mandated to hold the SG elections for three days this semester, to the hope of obtaining a better informed electorate. A forum featuring candidates for major offices will be held.

The functions and powers described above deal with only one part of the Administrative branches. Others, such as the Bureau of Student Publications, one of which publishes SG Notes or the Commissions, one of which allocates the Student Activities Fund, are dependent on SG. In addition, it is necessary to omit certain completely all phases of the legal and judicial branches, both of which, particularly the judicial branch, have increased new powers.

Student Government is doing its best. Although those with music class are completely over the head of the Student Activities Fund, the student is a representative of the College. Of course, the job of a manager is hard work, but anyone who really wants to can make the time. We feel it's worth the effort.

Sam is a member of the wrestling team and once was its manager. Stan Grosz, the vice president, is manager of the soccer team.

The Club helps the manager by appointing a host from its ranks to welcome visiting teams. It also acts as a medium for the College's athletes to gain the exposure to other activities, as well as a social club, scheduling dances and other activities. It is the voice of the athletes, along with the Student Athletic Association. The President is Jack Ball, a fencing manager.

The Varsity Club is one of the major student group. The other advantages are "a pride in representing the College, and the knowledge of being able to do a job well," according to Berkowitz.

Duchack...

(Continued from Page 1)

student—non with Student Government.

Others feel that Student Council is more concerned that the Varsity Club, or SG, go more than it ever has. "We're trying..." taking place among student and some managers are members of the team who take on managerial duties in addition to playing with the squad. This is true of the wrestling, swimming, and fencing teams.

No Playing Skill Needed

Hence, playing ability is not a prerequisite for managers on many of the teams. The lacrosse, basketball, soccer and basketball managers do not have to be able to meet any playing requirements. The basketball team usually appoints the officers who have never played, but have a better idea of the game. The club helps the manager by arranging visits to the campus. The winning of a letter gives the student a sense of accomplishment and a feeling of being out of the ordinary," says Sam Berkowitz, president of the Varsity Club. "It is the privilege of being a representative of the College. Of course, the job of a manager is hard work, but anyone who really wants to can make the time. We feel it's worth the effort."

Sam is a member of the wrestling team and once was its manager. Stan Grosz, the vice president, is manager of the soccer team.
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Harriers To Meet Montclair, Seek Fourth Straight Victory

The College's cross country team will attempt to finish its season undefeated in dual meets, tomorrow at 11 AM when it tangles with Montclair Teachers at Van Cortland Park.

Sporting three victories in a row, the Harriers will race against a margin in a quintangular team with a far better squad than the Jerseyites' 1-3 record indicates.

"Our performance this year has been seriously hampered by the Asian Flu," said Montclair coach Dr. Richard Wille, "in fact, three of the top four men have been out of competition for ten weeks or more because of illness, so I realize City has a fine squad, but we should be at full strength in two weeks or more because of illness."

The Indians' top man is Eric Pollock, who in the last season covered the required five mile distance in 29:46. Rounding up Pollock are Paul Fawcett and Vincent Kormann, whose respective clockings for the mile were twenty-eight and twenty-nine minutes.

The Lavender will again rely on an impressive showing from Geographic, Randy Croshell and Ralph Taylor in the Harriers' quest for a fourth consecutive win.

Brockport is one of eleven Technical College (Hollins) teams in the country which has belied me to move ahead. I have to be a fan of the Indians' top man is Fawcett, who, in one contest last season, covered the required five mile distance in 29:46. Rounding up Pollock are Paul Fawcett and Vincent Kormann, whose respective clockings for the mile were twenty-eight and twenty-nine minutes.

The Lavender will again rely on an impressive showing from Geographic, Randy Croshell and Ralph Taylor in the Harriers' quest for a fourth consecutive win.